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Introduction
Let’s explore how to energise your Tarot or Oracle cards - and yourself. We will
take you through some of the methods used by professional readers to clear
and cleanse their cards, how to tune in to universal energies and how
meditation is used with the cards.
This taster course is taken from the successful Tarot4You Intuitive Tarot

Course which is available to buy from tarot4you.co.uk
Lessons in this Taster Course

Lesson 1: Bonding with your cards, exchanging energies, tuning in to universal
energy
Lesson 2: Preparing and energising, rituals, methods of cleansing
Lesson 3: Meditation and the cards

Tarot4you.co.uk

In association with
TrainingSolutionsAcademy.co.uk
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Lesson 1:
Bond with Your Cards
There is nothing like the excitement of unwrapping your very first deck of Tarot or Oracle
cards, but before you can begin to use them for readings you need to cleanse and prepare
them. This is a simple but important process to make the cards your own and allow them to
work for you in the way they need to.
Whether you’re working with a brand-new set of cards or have acquired a second-hand
pack, you will need to start by making friends with your cards.

Unwrap or unbox your deck and look through them slowly. Pass the cards through your
hands and begin to look at the symbols and images - at this stage don’t worry about what
the symbols or images might mean, just look at them and start to get familiar with them.
You need to build a bond with your cards – make them a part of you and your energy. Here
are some of the ways to build your connection.
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•

Carry them around with you, in your pocket or bag.

•

Place them under your pillow at night so that you are absorbing their energies while
you sleep, and they are absorbing yours.

•

Handle your cards as much as you can but don’t allow other people to play around
with them without giving your permission. Only you should give readings from your
Tarot or Oracle pack, do not allow anyone else to use them for readings.

•

Protect your cards from outside energies. Most Readers protect their cards by
wrapping them in a cloth - any colour you choose, is fine. The cloth can be silk or
velvet or whatever you are drawn to - you may get one of these with whichever pack
you buy, or you can find your own. Wrapping them like this means you are
protecting them from unwanted vibrations, preserving their good condition, and
showing respect for their wisdom and abilities. If you don’t want to use a cloth then
you can also keep your cards in a wooden box, or velvet/silk/cotton bag - whatever
you choose is up to you. The cards should be respected and by the process of
wrapping and unwrapping you are taking care of them - those few seconds of
handling allow you to transfer your good intentions and energies to them - your
touch is important.

Tuning in to the Cards
Choose one Tarot card from your pack. You can spread them out on a table face down so
that you cannot see the pictures and then just pick one that you are drawn to, or just pluck
a card from the pack at random. Just for fun try holding the palm of your hand a few
centimetres above the cards and then slowly pass your hand over all the cards. See if you
can feel anything, does your hand tingle slightly when it is hovering over a particular card? If
it does pull out that card, it is calling you to pay attention to it!
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‘The Moon’ from the Hanson Roberts Tarot Deck.
Now relax, hold the card in your hand, smell the card then close your eyes and slowly and
gently feel the card, the front, the back and the edges. Then, open your eyes and just look at
the picture. Look slowly at every detail on the card, large and small things. What is the
picture showing you, who is the main character, what are they wearing. Are they holding
anything, what other things are in the picture, check out all the details big and small. What
could this card be telling you about what is happening in this card.
You should do this with each card of your pack. Really look at each picture, each character
and scene they are showing you. Don’t worry about trying to work out what they mean at
the moment, this exercise is just to get you more familiar with handling them and to the
strange colourful pictures.
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Lesson 1:
Exercises and Questions to Reinforce Your Learning

1)

What two things could you do to bond with a new pack of
cards?

2)

Why do you need to handle a new pack of cards as much as
possible?

3)

How would you choose to protect your cards and why is this
necessary?

4)

When choosing a card how could you do this when they are
face down on a table?

5)

What might you feel when carrying out the previous
exercise?
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Lesson 1:
Answers

1)

Sleep with them under my pillow and carry them around
with me.

2)

I need to handle a new pack as much as possible to build a
bond of energies with the cards.

3)

I could protect my card by keeping them wrapped in a cloth,
or in a special bag or box

4)

I could use my hand by hovering my palm just above the
cards, and see if I can feel any sensation when passing it
over the fanned out cards.

5)

When running my hand over the cards I may feel a tingling
sensation or even heat over a particular card.
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Lesson 2:
Preparing and Energising Your Tarot or Oracle
Cards
A new pack of cards should be cleared and cleaned before you start to use them. This is to
ensure that they do not hold any energies other than your own. Tarot and Oracle cards are
simply printed pictures on card. This is a manufacturing process and it is a good idea to start
your journey with them right from the moment that you unwrap them. It is when you and
the cards are both energised and attuned that the magic will happen!
Each reader will have their own favourite ritual to prepare and energise their cards.
Always wash your hands before working with your cards and make sure that the surface you
are about to put the cards on is completely clean. You should, ideally, use the cloth they are
wrapped in or a clean plain tablecloth that you can keep specifically for your readings.
Some readers will only open and energise a new deck when the moon is new, the thought
being that a new moon brings new beginnings of energy. Or they will open and charge them
at the time of the full moon, when energy is at its highest. Personally I don’t think it is
important which phase the moon is in when you are energising a new pack but it depends
on your particular preference and belief system. What is important is that you take your
time and energise in your own way.
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Here are some of the ways that professional readers use to clear and energise their
cards. Whilst carrying out any of the suggested methods below a reader will repeat a phrase
in their head or out loud (an affirmation), such as – ‘I clear these cards in love and light’ or ‘I
clear and use these cards with good intent, in love and light’. Make up your own phrase,
whatever you feel is appropriate to your own thoughts. This is a statement of their intent.

Smudging
Use a smudge stick to waft smoke over the whole deck,
starting with the complete pack and then each card
individually if this feels right for you.
A smudge stick is a bundle of dried herbs, usually sage
and lavender or cedar, bound with string into a small
sausage shaped bundle. The end of the bundle is then lit, when this is done gently blow the
flames so that the end of the smudge stick settles down to a smoulder. This produces
aromatic smoke which can then be waved over the cards. Traditionally a feather is used for
this but you can just use your hand). You could use an affirmation while you are doing this.
Smudge sticks are used in various rituals for drawing in positivity and dispelling negativity –
the most popular use is for space clearing but smudging can be used on people, pets,
objects and spaces.

Candle Cleansing
Wave each card (carefully) over a candle flame, most colours of
candle are good - a pink or green candle will signify good healing
energy. A black candle is a good general use colour as it is
considered to be the culmination of all the colours. White is good
for purity and clear energy.
Don’t forget to keep the card well above the flame as you don’t
want to end up with your card singed or burnt to a crisp!
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Crystal Cleansing
Place a crystal on the top of the deck – this can be rose quartz, clear quartz or amethyst – all
of which are good healing energy stones, alternatively try a dark stone such as black onyx or
hematite which protects against negativity. For strong spiritual connections look to blue
sodalite or opalite, or simply choose your own favourite stone.
Many readers use this method when their cards are wrapped and
not in use as added protection, and you will often find crystals close
at hand on the table that readers are working from.

Affirmations
An affirmation can be used whilst you are clearing the cards. Hold the cards in your hand,
focus on the deck and say ‘I clear this deck’ three times over, in your head or speaking out
loud and then continue your clearing process.

Dowsing
You can dowse over the cards using a pendulum - swing your
crystal over the cards while saying your affirmation.

Tapping
When you have cleared and energised your cards you can tap the top of the deck firmly,
usually three times. The tapping is a technique used to literally, tap out, any unwanted
vibrations in the pack. Try it and see how you feel.
This tapping technique is also used by many readers after the cards are shuffled before the
start of each new reading.
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Lesson 2:
Exercises and Questions to Reinforce Your Learning
(Answers on the next page)

1)

Why is it important to clear & cleanse your cards?

2)

Why do some readers only open and energise a new pack at
the time of the new moon?

3)

What is the purpose of the tapping technique?

4)

What is a smudge stick and what is it used for?

5)

What is an affirmation?
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Lesson 2:
Answers

1)

It is important to clear and cleanse a new deck of cards to
ensure that they don’t hold any residual energy other than
my own.

2)

The new moon brings growth and new energy

3)

Tapping on the cards is commonly used to release any
negative energies

4)

A smudge stick is a bundle of sage mixed with other herbs
used for clearing negative energies and drawing in positive
energies from a space, a person, a pet or an object.

5)

An affirmation is a phrase that is used to state your
intentions.
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Lesson 3:
Meditation and the Cards
To get the most out of your card reading you need to be aware of all your senses and be
able to tune in to thoughts, smells and feelings. Many tarot readers practice meditation, as
this calms and tunes the mind and allows it to be open to receiving impressions of many
things. Meditation also restores your inner and outer balance.
Meditation brings a lot of benefits to you that will affect your daily life, internally and
externally in a really good way. It is said that meditation, even five minutes daily, can lower
stress and anxiety, lower blood pressure and help with depression and sleep problems – and
that is just a few of the many benefits. Calming your mind in this way can also increase your
intuition, give you clear thought processes and make you feel more connected to the world
around you.
Meditation can take as little as two minutes and you will quickly feel the benefits of regular
practise. Meditation is simply stilling the mind and focussing on something – this can be just
your own breathing. When you get more experienced you can try visualisation - this is
simply picturing a scene in your head, visualising, or imagining yourself in that scene. A bit
like going for a walk along the beach or walking down a country lane. You can see yourself
moving onwards and sense everything around you such as the breeze ruffling the leaves of a
tree, the sound of waves on a beach or the smell of a field of flowers.
When you are beginning your journey with
the cards you don’t need to worry about
anything complicated, keep things really
simple and you will soon do this quick
meditation exercise automatically when you
need to.
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Simple meditation techniques:
Find a time of day when you can be guaranteed a few minutes peace and quiet on a regular
basis and try to do this exercise for just two minutes. When you get the hang of things
expand the time to five minutes. Try to build this kind of quick easy meditation into your
daily routine.

Get Comfortable
Find yourself a comfortable seat or lay down on
your bed or a yoga mat, wherever you will be
comfortable and relaxed without being disturbed by
any external noises or by someone or something
(pets/children/partners) bursting into the room and
interrupting your session.

Just Breathe
Once you’ve found a comfortable position, close your eyes and slow your breathing.
Concentrate on your breathing - listen to your breath slowly going in and out of your body.
Focus on the sound and then the feel of the breathing going in and out: feel how your body
moves with it, your chest, your shoulders, your stomach. Focus on the breath and try not to
allow your mind to wander. If your mind tries to drift into everyday thoughts refocus on
your breathing.
Keep this up for two minutes, or longer, on a regular basis, and you’ll find your
concentration improving and your intuition sharpening.
Once you’ve got the hang of the basic technique, you can expand your skills by focussing
your mind on something else such as individual cards, crystals or a candle.
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Candle Meditation
Find yourself a quiet space where you will not be disturbed. Sit
comfortably in a darkened room in a position where you can safely
place a lighted candle in front of you. You could sit in an armchair with a
small table in front of you, or sit on a cushion on the floor, whatever
allows you to completely relax.
When you are settled fix your gaze on the candle flame. Allow your
vision to glaze slightly and go out of focus while you are looking at the
flame. Let the flame flicker and move to its own rhythm, breath in and
out to your own normal rhythm. Concentrate on the flame, let your mind register on some
far away level how the flame moves, the smell, and the warmth, all the while keep your
breathing even.
This flame meditation can also be carried out if you are sitting in front of a fire or any other
type of flame that you can safely sit and fix your gaze on.

Card Meditation
This exercise is similar to the candle meditation and expands on the earlier lesson of tuning
into your cards.
First pick a card from your deck. You can select one at random,
choose one you are particularly drawn to, or go with one you have
been having trouble understanding.
Settle yourself into a comfortable sitting position and either hold
the card in your hand or prop it up within easy eyeline.
Stare at the image on the card and focus on a particular element of
it without worrying about meaning. Keep all your attention on that
symbol or image while you breathe slowly in and out for the
allotted time.
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‘The Wheel of Fortune’ from the
Mythic Deck

When you’ve done this a few times, you can expand this basic exercise with some
visualization – as you stare at the card, imagine yourself inside the card, examining every
element calmly and without concern. Don’t worry about any words or meanings that come
to mind, let them float past your conscious thought as you keep focused on the images on
the card for the span of your meditation. With practice you’ll find this helps the meanings
of the cards come easier to you during your readings.

Remember: You are just beginning your journey and the more you practice, like everything
else in life, the better you will get and the easier it will become until you are meditating (as
you will be reading the cards) automatically, without having to think about what you are
trying to do.
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Lesson 3:
Exercises and Questions to Reinforce Your Learning
(Answers on the next page)

1)

What should you be aware of to get the most out of your
card reading process?

2)

What are the main benefits of meditation?

3)

What is the simple explanation of meditation?

4)

What is a visualisation technique?

5)

What is candle meditation?
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Lesson 3:
Answers

1)

You need to be aware of all your senses

2)

The main benefits of mediation are that is calms and tunes
the mind and allows it to be open to receiving impressions.

3)

The simple explanation of meditation is that is ‘stills the
mind’

4)

A visualisation technique is imagining yourself in a scene
that you picture in your head.

5)

Candle Meditation means focussing on a candle flame while
relaxing and exploring all the elements of the flame in a
meditative state.
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If you enjoyed this Taster Course why not try our complete Intuitive Tarot Course. A
Certificated and fully illustrated easy to understand guide to everything you need to know
about tarot reading.
Learn to develop your intuition, your psychic powers and how to really understand the
messages that the cards want to give you. There are practice readings, lots of spreads to try,
insider tips and information and even a module about good business practices.
The final assessment can be emailed to your tutor and students will receive feedback if
necessary and our prestigious ‘Certificate of Competence for Professional Tarot Readers’.
Buy online at:

www.tarot4you.co.uk
Or visit our online shop at

www.mysticmaidens.co.uk
for tarot & oracle cards plus lots of related products!
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